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The Actualization of the Crystalline Sun DNA Templates follows on
from The Activation of the Crystalline Sun DNA Templates, and it is
suggested that you first work with the Activation process before
completing the Actualization process.

In the Actualization of the Crystalline Sun DNA Templates, we work
with:
 the axiatonal lines through the twelve main meridian lines in the
body and activate these axiatonal lines interdimensionally through
the related wormholes or portals, as well as downloading the related
chakras.
 The axiatonal lines lie along the acupuncture meridian lines and
connect into twelve spin points of sound and color frequencies found
along each meridian line.
 The activation of these 144 spin points at each dimensional level
creates the appropriate sound and color frequencies necessary to
actualize the DNA as well as connect us to our multidimensional

Selves.
 The last DNA actualization integration process taking place on the ninth dimension, the highest dimensional

frequency we are able to experience in this Golden Age of Light.
 Assisting in the regeneration and rejuvenation of the physical body. Additional, the chakras start to merge in

One unified column of Light and a deep sense of interconnectiveness and unconditional Love is often
experienced as we move more into the fifth dimension and the New Earth Templates of Light.

Benefits to the Crystalline Sun DNA Templates Level II
 Knowing that the Pathway of Divine Love is our birth right, and the ability to flow into the Center
of Divine Love and the Cosmic Heart of All Creation.
 A deeper more integrated connection to our Beloved I Am Presence and God through the recognition of

ourselves as these sacred transfiguring Flames of Divine Love.
 Releasing of old false beliefs and judgments, victim/persecutor consciousness, disillusionment and

separation.
 Moving more into detachment while experiencing a greater flow and depth of all emotions.
 An increased number of synchronistic events start to occur in our everyday lives as the veils of illusion lift

and we see clearing through our master eyes knowing that we are Divinely guided in this Golden Age of
Light.

 Perceptual shifts and the ability to read the energy of others more clearly.
 A sense of no-time, no space ~ linear time dissolving into a more multidimensional time frame of simply

being in the Now.
 Bringing in of multidimensional memories of our Highest Potential in parallel realities through the merging

of our multidimensional Selves.
 Increased creative gifts and a greater colour spectrum visibility.
 Increased ESP gifts such as telepathy, clairvoyance and clairaudience.
 Increased abilities to manifest and magnetize all that we need in any given Now moment.
Duration: 2-3hours for the activation (you are requested to have completed Level I before you can do this one)
Fee : R2500 for a consultation plus activation

With the help of my master set of activated crystals I activate
your Merkabah/ Light Body to the frequencies of the higher
dimensions.

The Crystal Light Body Activation includes:
 Opening the Heart
 Cocooning the body in the energy of Love
 Activating the physical/etheric body with a core of Light
 Activating the emotional body to the fifth dimension
 Activating the mental body to the fifth dimension
 Activating the Spiritual body to the frequency of the fifth
dimension
 Activating the prana flow
 Activating cellular awareness

The Benefits of a Crystal Light Body Activation are:
 Acceleration of your Cosmic ascension process;
 The ability to take control of your life energetically and view life through your Master Eyes;
 Increased ESP skills such as telepathy, clairvoyance, clairsentience and clairaudience;
 Reconnection to your Soul family and friends of light;
 Recalibration of your energy field and body; Moving into the heart;
 Releasing of limiting patterns, behaviours and addictions; and
 A deep sense of Unity Conciousness.
Duration: 2hours for the activation (you are requested to have completed Level I before you can do Level II )
Fee : R1500 for a consultation plus activation
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Your 2nd Light Body activation is that it takes you deeper into
unconditional love and experience Unity Consciousness, and it
integrates your DNA to its original Divine DNA encodings. You
have the ability to take your service work to a new level through
illumination and manifestation, and connect to the
higher dimensions

Benefits of a Level II Activation are:
 Acceleration of your Cosmic ascension process;
 The ability to take control of your life energetically and
view life through your Master Eyes;
 Increased ESP skills such as telepathy, clairvoyance,
clairsentience and clairaudience;
 Reconnection to your Soul family and friends of light;
 Recalibration of your energy field and body;
 Moving into the heart;
 Releasing of limiting patterns, behaviours and addictions;

and
 A deep sense of Unity Consciousness.
 With this sixth dimensional activation, you have the ability to create Love, Light, joy and harmony for

yourself and all Life. You have the ability to take your Service work to a new level through illumination and
manifestation, and connect to the higher dimensions for assistance in your Service work and in your Life.

 One of the many gifts of working with these Beings of Light from On High is the ability to experience
different Chambers of Light. These Chambers of Light hold various frequencies of Light that can take the
client into a deeper level of unconditional Love, as well as clear out old cellular patterns, false beliefs and
judgements to experience more of their multidimensional nature. As the sixth dimensional frequency is
one of Love, manifestation and illumination, you are presented with two Chambers of Light that will assist
in this sixth dimensional activation. These two Chambers of Light are brought in specifically by the Sirian
Archangelic League of the Light.

 The first Chamber is a Manifestation and Illumination Chamber of Light, which has the ability to assist
the client to receive the Higher mind wisdom of Mother/Father God, and to clear the negative ego and
lower mind. Further to this, the client is able to step into a deeper level of being a co-creator and
conscious manifestor in their Service work with the assistance of the Company of Heaven.

 The second Chamber is a Cosmic Re-integration Chamber of Light. This Cosmic Re-Integration Chamber
of Light takes all the Soul Consciousness aspects of the client at a multidimensional level and anchors
them through the body, energy field and hologram in this Now. This firstly assists in Soul retrieval,
bringing back Soul fragments into the body, and equally important, allows the client to experience more
of their multidimensional, and multifaceted nature at this moment.

Duration: 2hours for the activation (you are requested to have completed Level I before level II)
Fee : R1500 for a consultation plus activation

Referral : To whom it may concern
"Fiona is a wonderful intuitive healer and empath, and offers healing and Light activation sessions
using Light frequency tools, healing rays, reiki and crystals. She is a master teacher and workshop

facilitator, mother, Light worker and messenger of God ~ truly an amazing individual with incredible
gifts and services ~"Anrita Melchizedek

Our DNA, these “double serpent” helix strands, is to be found in the nucleus of every cell of our body. And we
have approximately one hundred trillion (100 000 000 000 000) cells
in our body!
The nucleus or core of each cell contains all the information
necessary to create our entire body and all our differentiated cells. In
fact, if the DNA strands in the nucleus of every cell of our body were
stretched end to end, it would be over 125 billion miles long!
Furthermore, this chemically encoded information would be enough
to cover over seventy-five thousand pages of written text!
We have forty-six chromosomes in our body, which come in twenty-
three pairs made up of over 30 000 active genes. These genes each
have a specific function in creating our form. Now further to these 30
000 active genes, we have DNA which is inert. Specifically, it has been
determined that, in the human body, 97% of our DNA does
“apparently” nothing. This dormant
DNA is referred to as “junk” DNA.

However, this so-called “junk” DNA contains the Light codes, sacred
geometries and fire letters that will assist us to bring through every
aspect of our multidimensional Selves, giving us the Cosmic
Conscious awareness of ourselves as sacred transfiguring Flames of
Divine Love. And in activating the dormant DNA through the

crystalline matrix of the new Earth Templates and our multidimensional Selves, will allow these additional five
double helices to etherically unfold and superimpose themselves over our existing two strand DNA.
The 97% dormant or so called junk DNA further holds the encodings and blueprints of each lifetime and related
timeline as well as how to achieve ascension and enlightenment in each timeline.

This recalibration takes place at a cellular level as well as through the seven master glands and related chakras
in the body, ending with the activation of the pituitary, pineal and hypothalamus glands, our DNA is further
activated and actualized through the virtual/etheric 12 strand DNA, and we become more multidimensional.

BENEFITS TO THE CRYSTALLINE SUN DNA TEMPLATES
 Clearing of the emotional body and the lower bodies
 Clearing at a cellular level false beliefs, judgments and genetically inherited patterns and past life/parallel
reality events
 Increased Light within the body at a cellular level as the atoms and molecules spin faster in increased Light
frequencies
 Remembrance of our Cosmic heritage through connecting and merging with our multidimensional Selves
 Connecting to our Higher Light permanently and the realms of Illumined Truth
 Coming into empowerment, experiencing unconditional Love and viewing Life through our Master eyes
 Greater abundance, joy and focus in our daily Lives
 Attracting and magnetizing people and events that will assist us to flow with the Universe in
 Perfect harmony
 Balancing of the physical body as well as the Spiritual body
Duration: 2-3hours for the activation (you are requested to have completed Level I and II before you can do
this one)
Fee : R2500 for a consultation plus activation


